Abstract. Extensive data generated by peers of nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) needs to be analysed and processed in order to extract information that is meaningful to the user. Data processing techniques that achieve this goal on sensor nodes are required to operate while meeting resource constraints such as memory and power to prolong a sensor network's lifetime. This survey serves to provide a comprehensive examination of such techniques, enabling developers of WSN applications to select and implement data processing techniques that perform efficiently for their intended WSN application. It presents a general analysis of the issue of energy conservation in sensor networks and an up-to-date classification and evaluation of data processing techniques that have factored in energy constraints of sensors.
Introduction
Data processing engines in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are typical energy and processing power constrained P2P systems. There are several challenges that need to be addressed in order to promote the wider adoption and application of WSNs. These challenges relate to both individual sensor hardware and operations of the sensor network as a whole. Individual sensors have limitations in terms of sensing and processing capabilities [48] while on the level of the whole network, the issues extend to finding a suitable communication protocol to deal with frequent topology changes, routing protocols to maximise sensor lifetime and dealing with extensive data generated from sensor nodes [1] . In order to deal with the extensive data generated from sensor nodes, the main strategies that have been proposed in the domain of WSNs involve: -How frequently to sense and transmit data? the frequency of transmission is important because radio communication consumes the most energy in a sensor network [2] . Energy consumption is significantly reduced when sensors exchange only data that is necessary for the application, for example, sending data on user demand only. -How much data has to be processed? data exchanged between sensor nodes can be either raw (i.e. sensed readings) or processed (e.g. averaged sensed readings). Processing sensor data enables essential information to be filtered out from all data collected on sensors and communication of only data that is important for the application. -How is the data to be communicated? this refers to the communication and routing protocols to transport sensor data from one sensor to another sensor or base station in the network. For instance, the decision to communicate the data from a sensor directly to the base station or via neighbouring sensors to base station. Communication of data from a sensor node directly to a base station may drain the node's energy significantly due to transmission over a long distance whereas routing via peer nodes may prolong the node's energy but decrease overall network lifetime.
Generally, approaches that deal with decisions about the amount of data to be processed or communicated can be classified as data processing approaches. Approaches that deal with the underlying mechanism to communicate the data are referred to as communication protocols for wireless sensor networks. These two types of approaches can work together to conserve energy. We focus on data processing approaches that efficiently reduce the amount of sensor data exchanged, and thereby prolong sensor network lifetime. These can be divided into approaches that operate at the network level or at the node level, as explained in section 2. Following this, section 2 then further discusses the techniques that work at the network level, while section 3 elaborates on the techniques that work at the node level. Lastly, section 4 draws some conclusions about these techniques.
Network-Based Data Processing Approaches
As sensor data communication operation is significantly more costly in terms of energy use than sensor data computation, it is logical to process sensor data at or close to the source to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted [48] . This data originates from the sensing capabilities of sensor nodes and can be either stored to be processed at a later time or treated as a continuous stream to be processed immediately [14] .
In this section, we introduce the approaches that process such sensor data with a focus on reducing overall energy consumption. These approaches can be broadly classified to be either: (1) network-based, which refers to approaches that involve processing sensor data at the base station; or (2) node-based, which refers to approaches that involve processing sensor data locally at sensor nodes. The former category, network-based, is discussed in details in this section. Figure 1 illustrates the data processing at network and node levels. The taxonomy of network and node-based data processing approaches is presented in figure 2 . Network-based approaches focus on processing of sensory data collected at a resource-rich central location (for instance, a base station) in a sensor network in order to conserve energy. This rationale has been adopted in sensor data sampling techniques, WSN monitoring applications and sensor data querying systems with respect to data transmission control and network adaptation.
Data Transmission Control
In this category of approaches, the main idea is that if sensor data correlations or probabilistic models about sensor data is derived at the base station, the base station selectively choose nodes in the sensor network to send their data samples during data gathering. As a consequence, while sampling sensor nodes, the energy consumption of nodes is minimised through reducing the number of data samples that needs to be collected at the base station. In the following section, we discuss existing works that have predicted sensor correlations and sensory values at the base station as a means to efficiently control data collection in this manner.
Spatial/Temporal Correlations
Spatial and temporal correlations have been utilised to more efficiently perform sampling. In [46] , the blue noise sensor selection algorithm is presented to selectively activate only a subset of sensors in densely populated sensor networks while sampling. This selection of nodes is derived through building a statistical model of the sensor network nodes known as blue noise pattern (typically used in image processing applications). This model is used to deselect sensor nodes that are active whilst maintaining sufficient accuracy in sensing. The algorithm used also ensures that sensor nodes with the least residual energy are less likely to be selected through incorporating of an energy cost function in the sensor selection algorithm. This approach is an improvement over existing coverage-preserving approaches such as PEAS [60] and node scheduling [55] that do not consider load balancing in node selection.
Another study that utilises spatial correlation to improve sampling is [57] that reduces the number of nodes reporting data to the base station (also referred to as sink). At the sink, an algorithm (known as Iterative Node Selection (INS)) is utilised to derive the number and location of representative nodes in the WSN. These values are derived by using the spatial correlations between sensor observations to choose the representative nodes in the event area whilst, minimising the resulting distortion in sensor data received at the sink. In these approaches, energy is conserved as only a subset of nodes are selected to send data while other sensor nodes can be switched off. A similar idea has also been explored in [59] whereby the authors propose a technique termed 'backcasting' to periodically select only a small subset of sensors with high spatial densities to communicate their information to the base station, whilst ensuring that there is minimal accuracy loss in the data collected.
Probabilistic Models
Probabilistic models have also been used as a means to reduce the amount of communication from sensor nodes to the network's base station [11, 56] . In [11] , this is achieved through utilising a probabilistic model based on time-varying multivariate Gaussians to derive the probability density function over the set of sensor attributes present in a stored collection of data. The resulting probabilities can then be used to derive spatial and temporal correlations between sensing attributes, which are consequently utilised to form the answer to any user query. Their approach conserves energy as these correlations can be used to develop a query plan that chooses the most cost effective plan to query the sensors. For instance, in answering a query, the model might suggest a plan to sample a voltage sensor (voltage reading used to predict temperature reading) rather than the temperature sensor as the cost to sample a temperature sensor is higher.
In [12] , the authors propose a database abstraction known as model-based views to presents users with a consistent view of sensor data queried irrespective of the time and space. This is because the proposed system, MauveDB, applies a predictive model to the static data as well as keeping the output of the model used consistent with changes to the underlying raw data. This allows a conceptual view of sensor data to be presented to the user on demand. The same notion of providing a consistent view of data has also been presented in [28] where a dynamic probabilistic model (DPM) is exploited to create a probabilistic database view.
In another study, [8] propose to conserve energy by efficiently maintaining probabilistic models without sacrifice to sensor communication cost and data quality. More specifically, in their approach, two dynamic probabilistic models are maintained over sensor network attributes: one distributed across and the other at the base station. By keeping these two models in sync at all times, the approach allows data to be communicated only when the predicted values at the base station are not within bounds. Consequently, energy is conserved as the spatial correlations calculated at sensors node can be used to reduce the amount of data communicated from nodes to the base station when answering a query. Similarly, in [56] , their approach involves enforcing the building of autoregressive models locally on the node to predict local readings and collectively at the base station. In this case, time series forecasting is employed for prediction.
Separately, in [26] , the authors propose an architecture that focus on predicting data reliably at the base station mainly without sensor involvement to minimise communication overhead. This has been achieved through the use of Kalman Filter to filter arriving sensor streams and predict future sensory values. The novelty of the Kalman Filter in their approach lies its ability to predict effectively the internal state of the data stream system in a wide range of wireless sensor applications, for instance in object tracking or network monitoring.
Network Adaptation
Alternatively, a network-based approach can conserve energy through adapting sensor network operations to physical parameters in the network such as energy levels or to adapt sensing to specific requirements of the WSN monitoring application (for instance, perform sensing only when an expected event is likely to occur). Approaches such as [42, 49] have explored these aspects for energy conservation.
In [44] , a system level dynamic power management scheme is used, that adapts sensing and communication operations to the expected occurrence (in terms of probability measure) of the event being monitored. This approach is proposed as traditional power management schemes only focus on hardware idleness identification to reduce energy consumption. Their results have shown a gain of 266.92% in energy savings compared to the naive approach that does not apply such adaptation behaviour.
Separately, in [9] , the authors propose the use of low-power sensors as tools for enhancing the operating-system-based energy management. From readings obtained by low-powered sensors, the system would infer the user intent and use it to match user needs to conserve energy. For example, energy-consuming cameras that capture user faces would turn off power until low-power thermal sensors indicate a user's presence. They have evaluated this approach by an experimental setting consisting of a camera that periodically captures images and a face detection algorithm that determines the presence or absence of a user. When a user is present at the screen, the display on the computer will be turned on and vice-versa. An average energy saving of 12% has been reported respectively for their prototype using low-power sensors.
In [42] , sensor energy is conserved through the use of energy maps. The energy maps provide global information about the energy status of all sensors. This information enables an algorithm to make intelligent energy-saving decisions such as selecting packet routes that preserves energy of sensors with low energy reserves. The building of energy maps is, however, an energy-consuming task. The method proposed is to allow each node to calculate its energy dissipation rate from its past readings and forwards the information to monitoring nodes, which can then update this information locally by calculations. They have evaluated, using simulations, their approach by comparing the amount of energy saved using their proposed approach to the approach where each node sends periodically to a monitoring node only its available energy.
Also, in [49] , the authors describe a power-efficient system architecture that exploits the characteristics of sensor networks. This architecture manipulates access points with more resources within one hop transmission of sensor nodes to coordinate sensor nodes activities. Three operating phases for a set of sensor nodes and their access points are evaluated: (1) the topology learning phase; (2) the topology collection phase; and (3) the scheduling phase. Both topology learning and collection phases aid the access points in determining a complete topology information of cooperating sensor nodes. With this information, in the scheduling phase, the access points will then determine packet-sensing behaviour of connected sensor nodes. The authors compared their scheme to a random access scheme. Their results have an extended sensor network lifetime of 1 to 2 years relative to 10 days if the random access scheme is applied, transmission of packets are optimally scheduled to avoid retransmissions, while in the random access scheme, energy is lost due to the large number of packet retransmissions that can occur in collisions. Figure 3 lists the approaches, their main feature and limitation as well as some representative techniques for each application category and the energy savings that have been reported.
In this section, we have discussed network-based data processing approaches that target energy conservation in WSNs. The following section describes approaches that focus on processing the data on sensor nodes to further reduce network data transmissions and extend network lifetime.
Node-Based Data Processing Approaches
Node-based approaches are those that focus on data processing on sensor nodes locally. As illustrated in figure 2, this section discusses two main aspects of energy conservation at the node level:
How data is to be communicated? this concerns data-centric routing techniques used to determine the structure of communication in the WSN in an energy-efficient manner. In figure 2 , this is illustrated as aggregation-based topology control. How much/frequently data is to be communicated? this refers to data processing techniques that have been proposed to conserve energy at the node level (data granularity control in figure 2 ).
The following sections describe the aforementioned two categories in greater detail.
Aggregation-Based Topology Control
A wireless sensor network can be either heterogeneous, whereby the network is made up of nodes with different data processing capability and energy capacity; or homogeneous whereby all nodes have equal data processing capability and energy capacity. In the heterogeneous network, nodes with more resources can automatically be used for data processing or as intermediate nodes for aggregation. For instance, in [22] , resource-rich Stargate nodes are responsible for performing integer-only Fast Fourier Transforms and machine learning while other mica2 nodes in the system are only used to collect acoustic data samples. In [32] , data processing nodes are iPaqs in their hierarchical network comprised of macro-nodes (iPaqs) and micro-nodes (mica motes).
However, in the homogeneous network, all nodes have equal capabilities and a data communication structure is necessary in order to balance the communication load in the network. This section focuses on existing literature that have studied how data from a sensor network can efficiently enable energy-efficient routing of network sensor data to the base station, otherwise known as data aggregation. As illustrated in figure 2 , the approaches that enables data aggregation can be further divided into: (1) tree-based aggregation; (2) physical clustering; and (3) correlation-based clustering.
Tree-Based Aggregation
Tree-based aggregation describes data-centric routing techniques that apply the idea of a communication tree rooted at the base station; in which data packets from leaf nodes to the base station are aggregated progressively along the tree through the intermediate nodes. Additional data processing can be performed on the intermediate nodes that route packets in the communication tree. Treebased aggregation includes tree-based schemes [31, 25, 35] and variations to the tree-based schemes [43, 38] .
Early tree-based schemes have been initially discussed in [31] including:
1. The center at nearest source (CNS) scheme, in which data is aggregated at the node nearest to the base station. 2. The shortest paths tree (SPT) scheme, in which data is transmitted along the shortest path from the node to the base station and data is aggregated at common intermediate nodes. 3 . The greedy incremental tree (GIT) scheme, in which the paths of the aggregation tree are iteratively combined to form more aggregation points (the GIT scheme has been further evaluated in [24] ).
A well-known tree-based scheme is Directed Diffusion [25] . It is a data-centric routing protocol that allows an energy-efficient routing path to be constructed between the base station and the sensor node that answers the query. The protocol works in the following way. When a query is sent from the base station to the WSN, the base station propagates interest messages to surrounding nodes nearest to it. This interest message describes the type of sensory data relevant to answering the query. The nodes, upon receiving this interest message, perform sensing to collect information to answer the query and rebroadcasts the message to their neighbours. In this process, every node also sets up a data propagation gradient used to route answers back to the base station along the reverse path of the interest. The intermediate nodes involved in this propagation can perform data aggregation or processing. The energy expenditure from this technique comes from the frequency of the gradient setup between the nodes, which typically requires data exchanges between neighbourhood nodes.
The Tiny AGgregation approach (TAG) [35] is another approach that uses a tree-based scheme for aggregation. In TAG, the communication tree is constructed by first having the base station broadcast messages to all sensor nodes in order to organise the nodes with respect to their node and distance from the base station in terms of levels. For instance, any node without an assigned level that hears a broadcast message will set its own level to be the level in the message plus one. The base station broadcasts this message periodically to continually discover nodes that might be added at a later stage to the topology. Any messages from a sensor node are then first sent to its parent at the level above it and this process is repeated until it eventually reaches the base station. The main energy expenditure in TAG is in the requirement of having nodes in constant listening mode to receive broadcast messages from the base station. As a consequence, less running energy may be consumed in comparison to Directed Diffusion. However, Directed Diffusion has the advantage in saving energy in the long-term due to its use of cost-optimised routes to answer queries.
Other variations to the tree-based scheme include Synopsis Diffusion [43] and Tributaries and Delta [38] . In [43] , a ring topology is formed when a node sends a query over the sensor network. In particular, as the query is distributed across to the nodes, the network nodes form a set of rings around the querying node (i.e. the base station). Nevertheless, although the underlying communication is broadcast, the technique only requires each node to transmit exactly once, allowing it to generate equal optimal number of messages as tree-based schemes. However, in this technique, a node may receive duplicates of the same packets from other neighbouring nodes, which can affect the aggregation result. Improving over [43] and tree-based approaches, [38] have proposed an algorithm that alternates between using a tree structure for efficiency in low packet loss situations and the ring structure for robustness in cases of high packet loss.
Topology control protocols can also be clustering-based. In the clustering scheme, cluster heads are nominated to directly aggregate data from nodes within their cluster. The following sections describe the two main types of cluster schemes, namely physical clustering and correlation-based clustering.
Physical Clustering
In physical clustering, the clustering is performed on the basis of physical network parameters such as a node's residual energy. Physical clustering protocols discussed in this literature include Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed Clustering: HEED [63] , Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy: LEACH [19] and their variants that run on sensor nodes. Firstly, [19] have proposed the LEACH protocol that allows nodes distributed in a sensor network to organise themselves into sets of clusters based on a similarity measure. Among these sets of clusters, sensors would then elect themselves as cluster-heads with a certain probability. The novelty of LEACH lies in the randomised rotation of high-energy clusterhead selection among sensors in its cluster to avoid energy drain on a single sensor. Finally, local data fusion is performed on cluster heads to allow only aggregated information to be transmitted to the source, thereby enhancing network lifetime. LEACH-centralised (LEACH-C) [20] improves over LEACH in terms of data delivery by the use of an overlooking base station to evenly distribute cluster head nodes throughout the sensor network. The base station does this by computing the average node energy, and that allows only nodes over the average node energy to become cluster heads for the current iteration.
Improving upon LEACH and its variant is the distributed clustering algorithm known as HEED (Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering) [63] for sensor networks. The goal of HEED is to identify a set of cluster heads, which can cover the areas that the sensor nodes monitor, on the basis of the residual energy of each node. This is achieved using a probability function to determine the likelihood a node will become a cluster head in order to select the node that attracts more nodes in terms of proximity and which has most residual energy left. HEED, however, has the drawback that additional sensor energy would be depleted in the changing of the cluster heads at each reclustering cycle. To address this limitation, it is essential to prolong the time between changing the cluster heads and running the HEED protocol over longer time intervals. In terms of evaluations, HEED has shown favourable results compared to other techniques such as LEACH, which selects a random cluster head and also has a successful implementation on Berkeley motes.
Adopting similar notions in HEED, several other techniques have tried to improve HEED/LEACH by developing ways to more efficiently select cluster heads. In [27] , sensor nodes communicate among themselves through broadcasts messages to form tighter sensor clusters of closer proximity to one another. The sensors stop their broadcasts when the cluster becomes stable. Their technique has been shown to increase the number of sensor nodes alive over LEACH but a shorter time to first node death. Similarly, [61] improves over LEACH by favouring cluster heads with more residual energy and electing them based on local radio communication to balance load among the cluster heads.
Alternatively, [33] present a chain-based protocol, termed PEGASIS (PowerEfficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems) that improves over LEACH. The main idea in PEGASIS is for nodes to receive from and transmit data to their close neighbours in a chain-like manner, taking turns as intermediate nodes that would transmit directly to the base station. This is done to reduce the number of nodes communicating directly to the base station. The chain can be created by randomly choosing nodes with favourable radio communication strength or created by the base station, which will broadcast the route that forms the chain to all sensor nodes.
Correlation-Based Clustering
More recently, existing work have shown that cluster heads can also be selected in favour of spatial or temporal data correlations between sensor nodes [62] . One such work is Clustered AGgregation (CAG) [62] in which the authors exploit spatial and temporal correlations in sensor-data to form clusters with similar node sensory values within a given threshold and that the clusters remain fixed until the sensory value threshold has changed over time. When the threshold values change, the related sensor nodes will then communicate with neighbouring nodes associated with other clusters to change their cluster memberships. CAG allows the user to derive approximate answers to a query. A similar approach can also be observed in [40] whereby spatial correlations are used to group sensor nodes when they have the same behaviour in movement. Figure 4 illustrates the qualitative differences between the aforementioned aggregation-based topology control mechanisms. We discuss next how energy can be conserved through data processing regardless of the sensor network topology used.
Data Granularity Control
In this section, we describe existing approaches that reduce the amount of data communicated in-network and thus, prolong sensor network lifetime. The specific type of approach that can be applied to reduce communication is dependent upon the granularity of data required for the WSN application. For instance, a critical-sensing WSN application such as smart home health care systems [29] would require accurate values from sensor nodes at all times to monitor patient health conditions, whereas coarse-granularity data would suffice for certain event detection systems [17, 18] . As a consequence, various data granularity control mechanisms have been proposed to cater to the data requirements of WSN applications. As illustrated in figure 2, these techniques include compression, approximation and prediction. In the following sections, we describe the approaches in each of these categories in detail, in the context of their purpose in energy conservation.
Compression
Data compression at sensor nodes serves to reduce the size of data packets that are to be transmitted through packet encoding at the sensor node and decoding at the base station. It is desirable to apply compression techniques on sensory data when highly accurate sensory data from the sensing application is required. However, existing data compression algorithms such as bzip2 [52] are not feasible to be directly implemented on sensors due to their large program sizes [30] . Furthermore, as discussed in [4] , there is a net energy increase when an existing compression technique is applied before transmission. Compression algorithms for sensor networks are required to operate with a small memory footprint and low-complexity due to sensor hardware limitations. The compression schemes that serve to meet these requirements focus on either improving the efficiency of the coding algorithm (light-weight variants of existing compression algorithms) or utilising the data communication topology to reduce the amount of data to be compressed (for instance, performing compression mainly on intermediate nodes in a data aggregation tree).
Studies that have manipulated the data communication structure to more efficiently perform compression include [47, 3] . In [47] , a scheme known as 'Coding by Ordering' has been proposed to compress sensory data by encoding information according to the arrival sequence of sensory data packets. The compression scheme merges packets routed from nodes to base station into one single large packet up an aggregation tree. The main idea used in compression is to disregard the order in which sensor data packets reach the base station in order to suppress some packets sent from intermediate aggregator nodes to the base station. In effect, this omits the encoding required for the suppressed packets and thus, improves the efficiency to perform compression. This idea to manipulate sensor communication behaviour to improve compression efficiency is also shared in [3] , whereby the rationale used is to buffer sensor data for a specified time duration at the aggregator node's memory. This allows the aggregator node to combine data packets and reduce data packet redundancies prior to transmission. The proposed scheme termed 'Pipelined In-Network Compression' by [3] improves data compression efficiency by allowing sensor data packets to share a prefix system with regard to node IDs and timestamp definitions. In this scheme, the data compression efficiency depends on the length of the shared prefix, i.e. the longer the length of the shared prefix, the higher the data compression ratio.
Spatial and temporal correlations in sensor data have also been manipulated to reduce the compression load [7, 21, 45] . In [7] , the approach is to use the base station to determine the correlation coefficients in sensor data and use the derived correlations to vary the level of compression required at individual sensor nodes. The advantage of this approach is that it reduces the communication load to calculate correlations in-network but assumes the availability of the base station to perform the computation. On the contrary, the approach proposed in [21] uses the idea of computing spatial correlations on sensors locally from data packets overheard on the broadcast transmission channel from neighbouring. This approach allows sensor nodes to collaborate on the data encoding process in order to reduce overall data compression ratio on the node, whilst still enabling the data packets to be decoded exactly at the base station. This in effect reduces the amount of transmission required. The benefits of using spatial correlations with compression have been studied more broadly in [45] , whereby the authors explored the energy efficiency in the compression of correlated sensor data sources on sensor data given varying levels of correlations.
Apart from the using physical or data parameters to enhance the data compression technique, it is also important for the designed data compression algorithm to be tailored to resource constraints of sensor hardware. This has been studied in [51, 39] . In [51] , the authors propose a compression scheme with low memory usage to run on sensor nodes. Their proposed compression scheme, S-LZW improves over an existing compression scheme, LZW compression [58] . This has been achieved by setting desirable attributes for LZW compression on a sensor node with regard to the dictionary size, the data size to compress at one time and the protocol to use when the data dictionary fills up. To further improve the running of LZW algorithm on a sensor node, the authors also proposed the use of an in-memory data cache to filter repetitive sensor data. More recently, in [39] , the authors proposed a compression algorithm for WSN that outperforms the S-LZW in terms of compression ratio and computational complexity by exploiting high correlations existing between consecutive data samples collected on the sensor node.
Approximation
In general, the aforementioned data compression techniques focus on reducing the amount of data packets to be transmitted in-network when the accuracy of data collection is important. Alternatively, in applications where approximations in the collected data can be tolerated, approximations on sensory data can be performed instead to further reduce data transmissions. The application of approximation to reduce data transmissions in-network has been explored in [64, 54, 37, 5, 35, 36, 6] .
These studies have explored the computation of aggregates in sensor network data. In [64] , the authors propose protocols to continuously compute network digests. These digests are specifically digests defined by decomposable functions such as min, max, average and count. The novelty in their computation of network digests lies in the distributed computation of the digest function at each node in the network in order to reduce communication overhead and promote load-balanced computation. The partial results obtained on the nodes are then piggybacked on neighbour-to-neighbour communication and eventually propagated up to the root node (base station) in the communication tree. On the contrary, in [5] , the amount of communications is reduced by having every node store an estimated value of the global aggregate and updates this estimate periodically depending on changes in locally sensed values. The locally stored global aggregate of a node is only exchanged with another neighbourhood node if the aggregate value changes significantly after a local update. A distributed approximation scheme has also been used in [6] in which they proposed a probabilistic grouping algorithm to run on local sensor nodes so that the computed local aggregates can progressively converge to the aggregated value in real-time. The proposed scheme has the additional benefit that it is robust to node link failures. Apart from common computing aggregates such as min, max, average and count in the discussed approaches, median (most frequent data values) is another aggregate function that can be used for gathering sensory data. In this regard, [54] have proposed a distributed data summarization technique, known as q-digest that can operate on limited memory. This facilitates computation of aggregates such as medians or histograms.
Similarly, in [37, 36] , the focus is on reducing the total number of messages required to compute an aggregate in a distributed manner. In [37] , the authors propose a scheme termed pipelined aggregate in which the aggregates are propagated into the network in time divisions. Applying this scheme, at each time interval, the aggregate is broadcast to sensors one radio hop away. A sensor that hears the request transmit a partial aggregate to its parent by applying the aggregate function to its own readings and readings of its immediate child neighbour. As stated by the authors, the drawback to this scheme is in the number of messages that need to be exchanged to derive the first aggregates from all sensors in the network. In a related work, [36] discuss broader data acquisition issues pertaining to the energy-efficiency of the query dissemination process and energy-optimised query optimisation. For instance, in [36] , semantic routing trees are proposed for collecting aggregates from the sensor network.
Prediction
The third class of techniques that can be applied to reduce network data transmissions is prediction. Prediction techniques at the node level derive spatial and temporal relationships or probabilistic models from sensory data to estimate local data readings or readings of neighbouring nodes. When sensory data of particular sensor nodes can be predicted, these sensor nodes are then suppressed from transmitting the data to save communication costs. Similar to compression and approximation, prediction-based techniques are also required to run in a light-weight manner on sensor nodes. In the literature, prediction techniques have been proposed as algorithms for enhancing data acquisition in [34, 15, 53] and as generic light-weight learning techniques to reduce communication costs in transmissions.
For energy-efficient data acquisition, [34] proposed their Data Stream Management System (DSMS) architecture to optimise the data collection process in querying. In their architecture, sensor proxies are used as mediators between the query processing environment and the physical sensors, where proxies can adjust sensor sampling rates or request for some further operations before sending data by intelligently sampling sensors (for instance, sampling less frequently if the user query demands so) rather than just sampling data randomly. The energy efficiency in data collection has also been addressed in [15] , whereby the idea is to select in a dynamic fashion the subset of nodes to perform sensing and transmitting data to the base station and data values for the rest of the nodes predicted using probabilistic models. Similarly, in [53] , data to be communicated is reduced by controlling the number of sensor nodes communicating their sensory data. This is achieved by setting threshold values so that a sensor should only send its reading when its reading is outside the set threshold.
In [41] , the prediction involves the building of local predictive models at sensor nodes and having sensors transmit the target class predictions to the base station. The models built at sensors can then be used to predict target classes such as to facilitate anomalies detection, which reduces the transmissions of sensor data necessary otherwise to the base station. Such a distributed approach has also been adopted by [13] who propose sensors that re-adjust their actions based on the analysis of information shared among neighbouring sensors. These sensors perform actions that could be more resource and time-efficient. In particular, they acquire spatio-temporal relationships by learning from a neighbourhood of sensor data and history data. Markov models are used to calculate probabilities of the required data fitting into different time intervals. Using the calculated probabilities, sensor readings with the highest confidence for missing sensor data are chosen. Once the correlations between sensor data are learnt and reused over time, the need to send prediction models from the base stations are omitted, thereby saving energy through reduced sensing and communication costs. Experimental results show the efficiency of the classifier based on simulations.
In another study, [10] propose a generalised Non-Parametric ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm for sensor networks. Conventionally, a parametric EM algorithm is a clustering algorithm that, from chosen initial values for specified parameters and a probability density function, computes cluster probabilities for each instance. Ultimately, in the maximization step, the algorithm will derive a convergence or local maximum after several iterations. However, for a sensor network, the algorithm is not applicable because sensors frequently report false values, requiring them to calculate the estimates as required by the algorithm, which is infeasible for resource-limited sensor nodes. The solution provided is one that uses the estimation step on nodes such that nodes will estimate their current value from the knowledge of other values from neighbouring nodes. The algorithm requires that sensor nodes report their discrete values. A more recent study is work done by [40] where the authors investigated correlations that can be formed when sensors in loading trucks experience similar vibrations when the trucks send out the same load. The correlation information of the sensor nodes then allowed them to group trucks carrying out the same load. The unique contribution in their work lies in the incremental calculation of the correlation matrix. The idea of exploiting correlations in sensor node readings to reduce transmissions has also been explored in [16] .
Generally, the distributed nature of the algorithms proposed in [41, 13, 40] allow the computation load to be more balanced across the sensor network to achieve computational efficiency. Alternatively, a more centralised node processing model can be applied such as work in [50] whereby the authors propose delegating the base station to calculate the classification model and uploads the predicted model to sensor nodes. Sensor nodes then use the model to selectively report the 'interesting' data points to the base station as a means to reduce energy consumption. Similarly, in Prediction-based Monitoring in Sensor Networks: PREMON [23] , the processing is shared by intermediate nodes in the network. In this work, the authors describe a video compression-based prediction technique, the blockmatching function of MPEG, to predict spatio-temporal correlation models at intermediate nodes. The prediction correlation models are then passed on to sensor nodes within the aggregation group and a sensor node will then send its reading when the readings have not been predicted. To save transmission costs, PRE-MON enables a sensor to only send its actual readings when the readings cannot be inferred from the predicted model. However, the approach has a heavy overhead as predictions often have to be continuously sent to the sensors. Figure 5 illustrates the qualitative differences between the aforementioned data granularity control techniques.
Conclusions
Existing data processing approaches have explored how sensor communication can be improved through utilising processed data obtained from sensors. This has been achieved by utilising a suitable energy trade-off between computation and communication operations:
Network-based approaches. At the network data level, the data model is such that sensor data arrives at the application running at a central processing location, enabling the application to have a global view of data distribution within a sensor network. By utilisation of a resource-rich base station, network-based approaches can utilise information obtained from expert knowledge or prediction at network data level to obtain cues that would improve sensing and communication operations at a high level. Node-based approaches. At the node data level, as the computation process is performed locally on sensor nodes, efforts towards energy conservation focus on developing data processing algorithms suitable for resourceconstrained sensor nodes. This involves optimising the data processing algorithm to operate on minimal storage using limited processing power while being adaptive to the sensor's remaining energy. Through local data processing data on sensor nodes, the overall amount of data that needs to be transmitted in-network is then consequently reduced, i.e. applying either compression, approximation or prediction.
It can be observed that approaches at the network level have addressed energy conservation by controlling certain aspects of network operation. The work done thus far has focused on improving particular node operations, for instance in sampling, the aim is to reduce the number of nodes in a group that send data to the base station and consequently reduce energy consumption. Similarly, for node level approaches, energy conservation has focussed on reducing data (lossy or lossless) sent from nodes to the base station through building light-weight processing algorithms for sensor networks using compression, approximation or prediction.
Underlying these approaches, we can observe the notion that if some information about the sensor network can be obtained, then this information can be used to drive sensor network operations efficiently. In the aforementioned approaches, this notion has not been explicated or formalised. Therefore, one direction of future work could be to explore using computed information (locally at sensor node or globally at the base station) to autonomously decide how a sensor should operate efficiently at any point during its sensing task. For example, if the computed information suggests that sensing is no longer required at a sensed region, then the energy-efficient operation to be carried out by sensors in that sensed region may be to sleep or to sense less frequently. In addition, this raises related research questions, namely, how then would streaming sensory information be obtained efficiently and how it would be used to control sensors in a scalable manner.
